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1 Introduction

This paper evaluates the impact of virtual instruction on students’ performance in university

courses based on the Online Learning Pilot Experience (OLPE) conducted in 2022 in the Social

Sciences Faculty (FCS) at Universidad de la República (Udelar) in Uruguay. The COVID-19

pandemic led to a massive shift to distance learning methods. Currently, the question of how to

combine traditional instruction with virtual teaching appears as an important educational policy

issue that must be addressed.

Thus far, the evaluation of educational delivery methods has yielded mixed results. A series

of experimental designs at the tertiary level in economics have found that virtual instruction

leads to worse academic outcomes than face-to-face instruction (Alpert et al., 2016; Escueta

et al., 2017; Figlio et al., 2013; Jaggars and Xu, 2016; Xu and Jaggars, 2014). However, blended

courses have not yet been found to significantly underperform purely face-to-face (Alpert et al.,

2016; Bettinger et al., 2017; Bowen et al., 2014; Escueta et al., 2017; Joyce et al., 2015). In

addition, Alpert et al. (2016) found that the increased dropout of virtual courses amplifies the

potential negative impact of virtual coursework compared with face-to-face groups.

More recently, some studies have analyzed the effects of online teaching on educational

outcomes during the pandemic. In line with previous findings, virtual students in higher educa-

tion perform worse than their face-to-face counterparts (Altindag et al., 2021; Foo et al., 2021)

and have lower completion rates (Bird et al., 2022; Bulman and Fairlie, 2022). Similar findings

are attained for primary and secondary schools, where Jack et al. (2023) find that declines in

student pass rates are larger in districts with less in-person schooling. Cacault et al. (2021) note

that the effects of virtual instruction are heterogeneous, having a negative impact on low-ability

students but improving results on high-ability fellows.

However, the previous studies mostly focused on developed countries, and research for

tertiary education in Uruguay is limited. This paper contributes to the existing literature on

assessing student outcomes in various teaching modalities, tracking students throughout the

course, rather than simply looking at the final outcomes. Our approach provides a more nuanced

understanding of the impact of different teaching methods on student performance.
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Our study focuses on a post-pandemic program in which all students, regardless of the

course modality, underwent the same assessments throughout the course. Furthermore, ana-

lyzed courses included a diverse range of disciplines and belong to a public university. These

factors make our evaluation an original contribution to the ongoing discussion of the effective-

ness of virtual teaching methods.

Regarding final outcomes, the results showed that students performed worse in virtual envi-

ronments than in face-to-face. However, differences in performance are not always significant

when looking at intermediate results. In addition, the Heterogeneous Treatment Effects (HTE)

results show that the negative effects are concentrated in students who were not targeted by the

program. The negative effects lose significance in the sub-sample of targeted students, and in

some cases they even become positive.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the OLPE program

and the context in which it was implemented. Section 3 describes data. The evaluation strategy

is described in Section 4. The main empirical results are presented in Section 5. Alternative

identification strategies are shown in Section 6 and heterogeneity of treatment effects analyzed

in Section 7. Section 8 discusses our main findings, and Section 9 concludes.

2 Program and Context

The OLPE program took place at FCS-Udelar, the main public university in Uruguay. Ude-

lar offers almost 100 careers and has approximately 145,000 enrolled students, accounting for

85% of all undergraduates in the country. FCS is one of its 15 faculties, which has approxi-

mately 7,000 students and offers four careers: Social Work, Political Science, Sociology, and

Development.

The program aimed to accommodate students who faced geographic, employment, or care-

giving challenges. However, it was open to all students, with no priority given to the target

group. Around 40% of first-year students are full- or part-time workers and the same proportion

have care-giving responsibilities, leading to a high first-year dropout rate (around 30%), which

is comparable to other Latin American universities.
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Uruguay has good infrastructure and Internet access, with over 90% of the population hav-

ing cell phones (D’Almeida and Margot, 2018). Additionally, 88% of households have Internet

access and 71% have broadband connectivity. The high penetration of Internet connectivity

across all income quintiles, from 84% in the lowest to 95% in the highest, highlights the favor-

able conditions for online learning in the country (AGESIC, 2020).

Since 2008, the university has been using a Moodle platform named EVA to distribute study

materials and facilitate communication between students and instructors. From the pandemic

on, EVA was also used for evaluations. The university provides free Zoom licenses to all faculty

members and students.

We evaluate the four required courses of the first semester: Problems of Development

(PD), Principles of Economics (PE), Mathematics (MAT) and The Social Question in History

(SQH).1

The evaluated courses have some shared characteristics, including concurrent start dates

and duration (15 weeks), a shared pool of students, and 12-14 groups each. All courses in FCS

use a common scoring system, where students must earn a minimum of 81 out of 100 points in

intermediate tests to receive Full Approval (FA). A score between 50 and 80 points indicates

Partial Approval (PA), which requires students to take a supplementary exam. No minimum

score is required in any intermediate test. Each course designed its pedagogical proposal for the

virtual groups, leading to different combinations of synchronous and asynchronous instances.

Assessment strategies were also course-specific, but tests were always the same for virtual and

face-to-face students, both in terms of test papers and modalities (details on test characteristics

are provided in Appendix A).

Students could apply to a face-to-face or virtual group. Table 1 shows the number of stu-

dents and groups in each course and modality. Three of the courses offered three or four virtual

1 The four courses have different curricular objectives. PD aims to enhance students’ comprehension of the
intricacies of development using a combination of theoretical and practical approaches. PE covers the concepts
and analytic tools necessary to understand the macro-and microeconomic aspects of social reality. The objective
of MAT is to equip students with a robust mathematical background. Finally, SQH brings students closer to the
“social question” as a field of study within the social sciences, encompassing various theoretical and ideo-political
perspectives.
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groups (PE, PD and MAT). In the case of SQH there was only one virtual group but four

blended groups were offered.2

Table 1: Number of groups and students by course and modality

PD PE MAT SQH

Tot F2F Virt Tot F2F Virt Tot F2F Virt Tot F2F Blen Virt

# Groups 14 11 3 13 9 4 12 9 3 13 8 4 1
# Students 819 570 249 974 635 339 846 578 268 806 575 152 79

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. “Tot”: total; “F2F”: face-to-face;
“Virt”: virtual; “Blen”: blended.

Figure 1 shows the retention rates for each test by modality and course. This reveals that

virtual learning environments have a higher proportion of students with no activity and a de-

clining participation rate in evaluation instances. Furthermore, the percentage of students who

successfully completed the course is lower in the virtual groups.

Table A.1 presents the average grades for each evaluation instance for each course and

modality. In general, there are no significant differences in average grades between face-to-

face and virtual learning modalities. Descriptive statistics give no evidence that one modality

consistently outperformed the others.

However, these differences in retention or average grades could be due to differences in the

characteristics of the students who self-select into virtual groups. In particular, these students

have distinct characteristics such as a higher average age, a larger proportion from public sec-

ondary education, full-time employment, care-giving responsibilities, and admission to faculty

prior to 2022 (see Appendix B for more details).

2 The difference between the blended and virtual groups is that the blended group had one face-to-face class per
week.
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Fig. 1: Number of students and performance by course and treatment group

Problems of Development Principles of Economics

Mathematics The Social Question in History

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022.

Table 2: Maximum and average scores by course, modality and test

PD PE MAT SQH

Test Max F2F Virt Max F2F Virt Max F2F Virt Max F2F Blen Virt

1 5 3.4 3.1 15 10.7 10.3 35 12.6 11.8 20 16.7 16.8 16.8
2 20 15.8 15.9 50 24.6 22.2 50 28.2 23.1 35 27.5 26.4 27.4
3 5 3.5 3.4 25 17.3 17.4 45 29.6 31.6 29.9
4 20 16.0 16.1
5 50 26.7 29.1

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. “Max”: maximum; “F2F”: face-to-
face; “Virt”: virtual; “Blen”: blended.

3 Data sources

Combining academic results and socioeconomic data, we created the Database on First-Year

Students and Their Performance (DECID, for its name in Spanish). It includes information for

1651 students who were enrolled in at least one of the evaluated courses.
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Information was collected from several sources. In particular, the official records of the

University’s IT Central Service (SECIU, for its name in Spanish) provided data on student

enrollment and performance. Mid-term results and initial diagnostic tests were obtained from

course coordinators. By combining these sources, a detailed record of each student’s perfor-

mance and final course results was obtained.

Two sources were combined to obtain socioeconomic information. On the one hand, the

university requests all students to fill a compulsory statistical questionnaire (available for years

2018 to 2021). Missing observations were completed using an additional statistical question-

naire requested by the FCS to each new generation (available for generations 2022 and 2021).

The relevant questions were compatible between these two sources. The resulting database in-

cludes socioeconomic information on age, gender, residence, working condition (full- or part-

time), and care-giving tasks. It also includes educational information such as the year and de-

partment in which secondary school was finished, the year in which the degree was started, the

number of courses to which the student was enrolled, and a dummy variable for repeat students.

4 Methods

Our main strategy for the identification of treatment effects was based on controlling selection

on observables through matching estimators, which allowed us to measure the effects of the

OLPE program in all four courses.

As shown in the previous section, there were significant number of non-attendees, and the

dropout rates were abnormally high compared to universities in developed countries. These

factors made it difficult to accurately identify effective participants in the program. Neverthe-

less, the list of selected students was clearly defined, which provided an indicator variable of

intention to treat (ITT).3

Treatment effects were evaluated separately for each course because, as illustrated in the

previous section, virtual delivery techniques varied among courses. In every case we estimated

average treatment effects (ATE) for retention rates, test scores and final results.
3 While access to virtual classes in most courses was limited to those students assigned to virtual groups, this

was not the case for MAT, where virtual classes were available to students in any group, and movements across
groups were permitted.
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4.1 Effects on Final Results

Self-selection is the main identification challenge because the treatment variable is no longer

independent of potential outcomes. The information only allows the observation of the average

outcome under treatment for the treated sample, E[Y T
i |Ti = 1], and the average outcome with

no treatment for the control sample, E[Y C
i |Ti = 0]. However, the evaluation of the treatment

effects requires two unobserved counterfactuals: the average outcome under treatment for the

untreated sample, E[Y T
i |Ti = 0], and the average outcome with no treatment for those that

were treated E[Y C
i |Ti = 1].

As shown by Barnow et al. (1980) and Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983, 1985), if selection

can be assumed to rely exclusively on observable variables Xi (and provided that a common

support assumption is also met), it is possible to build a control group that is similar to the

treated group in terms of X . Matrix X must gather all confounding variables (i.e., those that

affect the probability of being treated and the outcomes). In our model the X matrix includes

variables that control for factors that explain a greater need to use the virtual modality, such as

a dummy variable that indicates whether the person resides in Montevideo, where the FCS is

located, dummies indicating if the student works part- or full-time, and a dummy that indicates

whether the person has care-giving responsibilities. Other controls that may be associated with

preferences for virtuality are also included, such as a dummy variable for sex, dummy variables

for five age groups, dummies indicating if secondary education was completed in Montevideo

and if it was in a private institution, four dummies indicating generations 2019 to 2022, a

continuous variable counting the number of other virtual courses in which she is enrolled, and

a dummy variable indicating whether the student is repeating the course.

Matching estimators rely on two critical assumptions. The Conditional Independence As-

sumption (CIA) requires that the vector of potential outcomes is independent of the treatment

once conditioned to the observed values of the variables in X , that is,
(
Y T
i , Y C

i

)
⊥ Ti|Xi. The

Common Support Assumption requires that in each combination of values in X both treated

and control observations can be found, that is, 0 < pi < 1 with pi = p(Xi) = Pr(Ti = 1|Xi).

In our particular setting, the CIA requires that, after conditioning on observables, the assign-

ment to a virtual group is independent of potential outcomes.
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Another important assumption is the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA)

(Rubin, 1974, 1980). In our study, SUTVA requires that no mechanism exists through which

students in face-to-face groups are affected by the fact that other students are receiving virtual

lessons. However, this assumption is potentially problematic since online content might be

accessed by all enrolled students, although this has not been a common practice. Therefore, we

define our control group as those students who were not enrolled in virtual or blended groups

but who had potentially accessed online materials intended for use in virtual groups.

Our estimation method relies on Propensity Scores (PS), i.e. the probability of being treated

according to observable characteristics. This means that each student in a virtual group is com-

pared with one or more face-to-face students selected according to their proximity in terms of

PS, pi. This allows estimation of the ATE conditional on the PS for student i as proposed in

equation 1 (subscripts are omitted for simplicity).

E [Y |T = 1, p(X)]− E [Y |T = 0, p(X)] = E
[
Y T − Y C |p(X)

]
(1)

Integrating the last expression over p(X) gives the ∆ATE = E
[
Y T − Y C

]
.

Matching estimators also need to fulfill a Common Support condition, meaning that the

distributions of the PS for the treatment and control groups overlap. The results shown in the

following section maintain observations pertaining to the region of common support, dropping

observations that fell outside the overlap region.4

We used the full sample of students to evaluate the final results, comparing the treatment

and control groups in terms of three outcomes. The first is the probability of being active, a

category that signals students taking any of the tests during the course. Thus, the differences

in the probability of being active can hardly be interpreted as a consequence of the treatment

itself. Instead, it describes the potential differences in the engagement of enrolled students.5

The other two outcomes studied were the probabilities of “Full or Partial Approval” (FPA) and

of “Full Approval” (FA).

4 The balance property is fulfilled in every observable characteristic of the vector X except age. Treated indi-
viduals tend to be older than those in the control group.

5 Inactive students are those who enroll but never start a course, or those who assist to the first lectures and
promptly abandon, either in virtual or face-to-face groups.
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4.2 Sequential Treatment Effects

A distinctive feature of our setting is the possibility of measuring differences between the two

groups in each intermediate test. An additional challenge emerges, because dropouts occur

at every intermediate stage, meaning that the treated and control samples change during the

semester. In addition, an outcome in one stage may influence another outcome in the following

stages. More specifically, a low/high score in one stage can reduce/increase the probability of

being retained in the following stages.

To deal with this complex relationship between test scores and retention we identify the

stages s in each course’s progression that coincide with the moment of the tests, where s ∈

[1, 2, 3].6 In every stage we analyze these two outcomes, which are now denoted as Yis =

{Ris, Sis} where Ris is a dummy variable signaling retention of student i in stage s and Sis a

continuous variable gathering the score obtained by student i in stage s.

In contrast to an important strand in the literature on Dynamic Treatment Effects (Okamura

and Islam, 2021; Ding and Lehrer, 2010), students’ affiliation to the treatment or control group

is a fixed attribute (Ti) that does not change during the different stages of the course. We also

assume that the confounding factors (Xi) do not vary in time.7

Estimation of treatment effects in this context requires taking into account the fact that

dropouts have an impact on average exam scores. As the course progresses, students who are

still enrolled are selected from among those who have a higher chance of approval and higher

expected scores. To address this issue, in each stage, we re-matched treatment and control

observations among the students who were still present in that stage.

On the other hand, the score that the student obtained in the previous stages may be relevant

in explaining retention in stages two and three. Thus, intermediate scores are confounders that

need to be controlled when analyzing the effects of treatment on the probability of retention.

6 In PD tests 1 and 2 are subsumed in stage s = 1, tests 3 and 4 correspond to s = 2, because the two tests fall
within a week of each other.

7 Some variables can vary in time but we have only information at the initial stage, these are residence depart-
ment, or the condition of work or care-giving. This can be seen as an important limitation, because any effect of
the treatment that is channeled through changes in residence, work or caring conditions will be ignored.
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As discussed in Lechner (2004) this particular issue modifies the assumptions required for

identification, and the Dynamic Conditional Independence Assumptions should be met. This

means that the vector of potential outcomes in period s > 1 must be orthogonal to the treatment

conditional on the variables in X and to the score(s) in the previous period(s). In our approach,

sequential matching consists of including past scores in the conditioning set when evaluating

the effects on retention.

4.3 Estimation Methods

A main characteristic of our setting is that the treatment status is defined at the onset and is

stable thereafter, while the outcomes appear as a sequence of retention and scores in stages

two to three. Two aspects of this process must be considered in the estimation strategy. First,

the retention outcome in advanced stages depends on the history of scores in previous stages

(because students with low cumulative scores are expected to withdraw, as they predict that they

will fail).8 Second, dropouts can be seen as selective attrition that increases expected scores as

stages go by.9

To address the first aspect, we need to separately estimate an equation for the retention out-

come in each stage, where the probability of being retained depends on the scores accumulated

up to each stage. The second aspect is faced through a re-estimation of the propensity scores us-

ing a sample of students retained up to the corresponding stage. Inverse Probability Weighted

Regression Adjustment (IPWRA) estimators allow separately estimating an equation for the

outcome and an equation for the probability of being treated in each stage (Robins et al., 2000).

An advantage of IPWRA estimators is that they are “doubly-robust”, since as was shown by

Wooldridge (2007) it only requires correct specification of either the treatment or the outcome

equation for the estimators to be consistent.

8 Scores in one stage should not explain scores in subsequent stages, as contents evaluated are different across
tests.

9 An alternative approach to face sample selection issues could be to estimate upper and lower bounds for the true
effects, based on Lee (2009). However, Lee bounds require a monotonicity assumption, meaning that assignment to
the treatment group only is allowed to affect sample selection into treatment in one direction, whether increasing
or decreasing the probability of remaining in the treatment group. In our case the treatment could increase or
decrease the probability of dropping out, and thus the monotonicity assumption would be violated.
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In each stage s the sample is composed of those retained in the previous stage (Rij =

1 ∀ j < s). We obtain a stage-specific propensity score as the predicted value p̂is from a

logistic treatment regression (equation 2).

Ti = Λ(Xiα) + eis, (2)

where Λ(·) is the cumulative logistic function, α is the vector of the corresponding coeffi-

cients, and eis is an idiosyncratic error term. Then, a Regression Adjustment (RA) strategy is

performed using 1/p̂is as observation weights, and equations 3 and 4 are separately estimated

using linear models.

Sis = τTi + Ziβ + uis (3)

Ris = θTi +Wiγ + δ
s−1∑
j=0

Sij + vis (4)

where W and Z are matrices gathering control variables for scores and retention, β and γ are

coefficient vectors, δ is a scalar coefficient, uis and vis are idiosyncratic error terms, and τ and

θ are the treatment effect estimators for scores and retention, respectively.10

In all cases, standard errors of the estimators were obtained from bootstrapping using 400

repetitions.

5 Results

The final outcomes were evaluated by considering differences in activity status, FPA, and FA,

between virtual or blended groups and the control group of students who attended the course in

person. Table 3 presents the IPWRA estimation results.11 When significant, all coefficients are

negative, showing that in terms of activity and approval expected probabilities, virtual students

perform worse.

10 Matrices Z and W contain the same variables in X , except for the dummy signaling students that live in
Montevideo, as the place of residence is not expected to affect academic performance.
11 Weights are propensity scores that are obtained from a probit estimation presented in Appendix C.
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Table 3: Treatment effects on final outcomes: IPWRA

Active FPA FA

Problems of Development
ATE -0.09* -0.14*** 0.01

(0.05) (0.05) (0.03)
N 819 819 819

Principles of Economics
ATE -0.09** -0.16*** -0.05**

(0.04) (0.04) (0.02)
N 974 974 974

Mathematics
ATE -0.01 -0.07*** -0.04***

(0.04) (0.02) (0.01)
N 846 846 846

Social Question in History Virtual
ATE -0.48*** -0.27*** -0.04

(0.10) (0.09) (0.08)
N 654 654 654

Social Question in History Blended
ATE -0.12*** -0.16*** -0.04

(0.04) (0.05) (0.04)
N 727 727 727

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. The re-
sults correspond to estimations of ATE from IPWRA
models, using observations in the common support.
The teffects ipwra command from Stata was used
(Cattaneo, 2010). Bootstrap standard errors with 400
repetitions in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Regarding intermediate outcomes, Table 4 shows that there is no common pattern of ef-

fects across courses. The negative final results are driven by different performances in specific

instances, both in terms of the scores and probabilities of retention.

From Tables 3 and 4, a specific pattern of effects emerges in each course. PD students who

took virtual courses were less likely to be active by 9 percentage points (pp) and less likely

to obtain a FPA (14 pp). This is a result of the lower likelihood of retention in the first stage

for virtual students (9 pp). The greatest difference in performance was observed in the first

test, where virtual students obtained, on average, a score 0.34 points lower out of a total of 5.

However, no significant differences were observed in the remaining intermediate outcomes.

The final results for PE virtual students mirror those for PD, with a slightly higher effect on

FPA (16 pp) and adding a significant negative effect on FA (5 pp). The sequence of intermediate

results clearly differs from PD, since PE virtual students had significant lower scores in stages 2

and 3. The lower probability of retention in stage 1 (15 pp) is now partially offset by the higher

retention rate in stage 3 (8 pp).
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Table 4: Treatment effects on intermediate outcomes: IPWRA

Problems of Development
Ret1 Score1 Score2 Ret2 Score3 Score4 Ret3 Score5

ATE -0.09*** -0.34*** 0.42 -0.03 0.03 0.67* -0.03 1.18
(0.03) (0.13) (0.37) (0.03) (0.15) (0.38) (0.04) (2.12)

N 577 547 545 516 474 511 449 318
Max 1 5 20 1 5 20 1 50

Principles of Economics
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2 Ret3 Score3

ATE -0.15*** -0.37 0.00 -6.71*** 0.08* -2.18***
(0.05) (0.30) (0.04) (2.00) (0.04) (0.82)

N 712 649 649 496 496 410
Max 1 15 1 50 1 25

Mathematics
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2

ATE 0.03 -2.75*** -0.04 -6.00
(0.04) (0.82) (0.05) (4.04)

N 598 424 424 188
Max 1 35 1 50

Social Question in History Virtual
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2 Ret3 Score3

ATE 0.08 0.77 0.00 3.05 0.15 -8.45*
(0.05) (0.85) (0.12) (3.16) (0.17) (4.61)

N 534 522 522 484 484 403
Max 1 20 1 35 1 45

Social Question in History Blended
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2 Ret3 Score3

ATE -0.05* 0.47 -0.05 -0.08 -0.08*
(0.03) (0.30) (0.04) (0.53) (0.05)

N 583 565 565 529 529
Max 1 20 1 35 1 45

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. The results correspond to estima-
tions of ATE from IPWRA models, using observations in the common support.
The teffects ipwra command from Stata was used (Cattaneo, 2010). In the case
of the CSH blended group, the number of observations did not allow obtaining
an estimate of the treatment effects in Score 3. Bootstrap standard errors with
400 repetitions in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Differences between virtual and in-person students in the MAT course arise exclusively

from lower scores in the first (2.75/35) test, leading to lower probabilities of FPA (7 pp) and

FA (4 pp).

Turning to SQH, the estimated coefficients indicate a lower probability of activity and FPA

for students in the virtual and blended groups. Intermediate results show no significant differ-

ences between the groups, except for blended course students exhibiting lower probabilities of

taking the first and last tests (5 and 8 pp, respectively).

The robustness of the results is further supported by estimates obtained using alternative

strategies, namely Regression Adjustment (RA) and PSM techniques, which results are pre-

sented in Appendix D.12

12 In PSM results, matches are obtained using Epanechnikov Kernel functions and computing the bandwidth in
each estimation through Silverman’s method.
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Tables D.2 and D.3 exhibit the resilience of the coefficient estimates in the final results, thus

highlighting their robustness. The analysis consistently indicates that both the magnitude and

statistical significance of the coefficients are preserved. While a slight reduction in significance

is observed in certain cases, the coefficient values remain stable in the PSM approach.

The intermediate results obtained using PSM and RA are presented in Tables D.4 and D.5.

These are similar to those obtained by the IPWRA, except for a small number of coefficients

that are slightly smaller in magnitude.

6 Identification

The presented estimations of the treatment effects require observables to fully capture the dif-

ferences in enrollment probabilities between students. Although we include a comprehensive

set of controls, this is a bold assumption. In this section we perform two exercises aimed at

assessing the stability of the results of alternative identification strategies.13 Information re-

strictions prevent the extension of these two exercises to the four courses and the entire sample.

6.1 Randomized Controlled Trial

Although the OLPE program was open to all applicants for the online and blended groups, a

maximum of 100 students were allowed for each group. If the quota exceeded, a lottery was

held, and those who were not selected were assigned to a face-to-face group of their choice.

However, most groups did not reach the cap; therefore, all applicants were accepted.14 Fur-

thermore, a noticeable proportion of those selected did not attend, further reducing the size of

both the treatment and control groups. Therefore, the RCT strategy was employed in only one

course.

In the case of PD, we were able to exploit an RCT design by bringing the two virtual

groups together. The estimation of the effects in this case is a valuable exercise to test our

identification strategy, because it does not require the assumption that selection is based only
13 Following Oster (2019) we were able to estimate the relative degree of selection on unobservable controls.

Table D.1 shows that it is less than 5% of the selection on observables in most cases.
14 Draws were conducted in two groups for PD (119 and 163 applicants), two groups for MAT (113 and 157

applicants), and one online group for SQH (145 applicants).
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on observables. In this case, the control group was no longer composed of all face-to-face

students, but only of those who applied and were not selected. Table 5 presents the results,

validating the corresponding estimations in Table 3 in terms of sign and significance, although

the magnitudes were larger.15,16

Table 5: Treatment effects on final PD outcomes: RCT

Active FPA FA

ATE -0.15 -0.29*** -0.10
(0.09) (0.10) (0.09)

N 193 193 193

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

As the number of control group observations is not sufficiently large to rely on asymptotic

properties, alternative p-values are obtained through Randomization Inference (Heß, 2017).

Table 6 shows that the p-values obtained through the permutations of the control group are

similar to the classic p-values.

Table 6: Treatment effects on final PD outcomes: RCT using Randomization Inference

Active FPA FA

ATE -0.15 -0.29 -0.10
p-value 0.15 0.01 0.26
p-value RI 0.13 0.04 0.21

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022.
Randomization inference p-values are obtained
using the ristat command in Stata (Heß, 2017)
using 100 permutations.

6.2 Controlling for ability

We acknowledge that the lack of controls for students’ ability in the previous estimations might

be a source of bias. Our database does not include any variables that allow to control for students

ability before starting courses. However, the FCS performs a diagnostic math test for freshmen

15 Unclustered robust standard errors are used for inference, following Abadie et al. (2023) who show that clus-
tering is not appropriate in RCT estimations even if there is correlation within clusters.
16 The parameters being identified in the RCT estimations do not coincide exactly with our previous IPWRA

results if selection into the program is endogenous. We estimated a Heckman selection model where the variable
used for the exclusion restriction is the distance in kilometers between the capital city of the student’s residence
province and Montevideo. The coefficients estimated in this case were exactly the same as those presented in Table
5.
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students, in which the knowledge of secondary education math courses is evaluated. This test,

conducted in 2020 and 2022, is non-compulsory and has no credits assigned. Approximately

half of each generation takes it; therefore, using this information leads to an important reduction

in our sample.

Considering the characteristics of the courses included in our study, basic math knowledge

is a reasonable proxy for the ability required in MAT and PE, while it does not seem to be rel-

evant for SQH and PD courses. In Table 7 we include the diagnostic test scores in the outcome

equation of the baseline IPWRA estimations, restricting the sample to the generation of 2020

and 2022 students who took the test.

Table 7: Treatment effects on final outcomes: IPWRA including math diagnostic scores

Active FPA FA

Principles of Economics
ATE -0.06 -0.25*** -0.06*

(0.05) (0.06) (0.03)
N 385 385 385

Mathematics
ATE -0.22** -0.20*** -0.12***

(0.09) (0.05) (0.02)
N 249 249 249

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. The
results correspond to estimations of ATE from IP-
WRA models, using observations in the common
support for students from generations 2020 and
2022 who took the math diagnostic test. The tef-
fects ipwra command from Stata was used (Cat-
taneo, 2010). Bootstrap standard errors with 400
repetitions in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p <
0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

These results differ only slightly from our baseline estimations for PE in Table 3. In the

case of MAT, all coefficients became significant, and their magnitudes increased. This is an

expected outcome, as we are now controlling for the specific abilities required in this course.

The two exercises performed in this section seem to support our main identification strategy,

confirming the sign and significance of most of the estimated coefficients. Regarding magni-

tude, alternative strategies estimate stronger treatment effects.
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7 Heterogeneity of Treatment Effects

The effect of the program can differ according to student characteristics, and as long as observ-

able variables are available, this source of bias can be controlled using matching methods. The

treatment effects were estimated under the assumption that the program had the same effect

on all the participants. However, students could be heterogeneous in how the program affected

them, and the effect could even be positive for some groups and negative for others. This ag-

gregation bias is ignored in standard matching techniques; however, specific approaches allow

for computing the differences between the treatment and control groups when the effects are

heterogeneous across the sample. As Heckman et al. (2006) demonstrate, the only interaction

that results in a selection bias for causal inference under the premise of ignorability is between

the treatment of interest and the propensity for selection into treatment.

Following Xie et al. (2012) we use a Matching-Smoothing Method to graphically assess

the existence of heterogeneity in the program’s effects. This technique is based on nonparamet-

ric local polynomial regression (Fan and Gijbels, 1996) of the difference in a pair of treated

and untreated units as a function of the propensity score. We employ this method consistently

throughout the evaluation sequence to assess the heterogeneous sequential effects of OLPE, as

well as the heterogeneous effects on the final results.

In Figure 2 we analyze the HTEs by course and final outcomes (Activity, FPA and FA). The

difference in outcomes between each observation and its counterfactual is now allowed to vary

according to the value of the PS. Thus, high values of PS identify individuals who were more

likely to receive treatment, such as students who were employed, had care-giving responsibili-

ties, or resided at a considerable distance from the FCS. Estimations of PS in Appendix C show

that, in addition to the aforementioned characteristics, students with high values of PS are, on

average, older in age and pertain to older generations.

In most instances, negative effects were observed among students with a low probability of

receiving treatment, indicating that virtual courses led to poorer outcomes for individuals who

were not the target group. This negative effect was the only heterogeneous effect detected in

some cases, as the effects for higher values of PS were not statistically significant (probabil-
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Fig. 2: HTEs on final outcomes, by course
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Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. Estimations performed in Stata using hte ms (Jann et al., 2014). 95%
confidence intervals in gray.

ity of being active in PE and SQHb, probability of FPA in PE, MAT, SQHv, and SQHb, and

probability of FA in PE and MAT).

However, in other cases, negative treatment effects for low PS values were accompanied by

significant positive effects for higher values of PS. These cases include the probability of being

active in PD and SQHv as well as the probability of FPA in PD.

Finally, the cases that were not significant in terms of the overall effect in Table 3 remained

generally insignificant across the entire range of PS, except for the probability of activity in

MAT. In this case, the negative effect for individuals with low PS values appears to be offset by

the positive effect for those with high PS values.

Figure 3 shows the HTEs for intermediate outcomes. In most cases where the overall result

was significant and negative in Table 4, the same effect was observed for low PS values in the

heterogeneity analysis (Retention 1 in PE, Test 1 in PD and MAT, Tests 2 and 3 in PE, and Re-

tention 3 in SQHb). In one case, the negative overall effect responds to negative and significant

effects in the entire range of PS (Retention 1 in PD). A particular situation emerged for Test

2 in MAT, with positive effects for the lowest values of PS and negative effects for intermedi-
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ate propensity scores. Finally, Retention 1 in SQHb shows a very small negative coefficient in

Table 4, which is in line with the slightly negative heterogeneous effects.

Fig. 3: HTEs on sequential outcomes, by course
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Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. Estimations performed in Stata using hte ms (Jann et al., 2014). PD
Scores of group works are not presented. 95% confidence intervals in gray.

The analysis reveals that in cases in which the overall effect was not significant, HTEs were

also insignificant along the PS, with some exceptions that did not describe any specific pattern.
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8 Discussion

The previous sections show the negative estimated effects of virtual instruction on students’

performance, in line with previous literature findings. However, further analysis makes this

result more nuanced, revealing that the negative effects are not generalizable to all courses,

instances, or students. The latter is particularly relevant, as online education can positively

fulfill the needs of certain students.

A significant limitation of our approach is the inability to explore the mechanisms that may

account for these findings. Existing literature suggests various channels through which virtu-

ality could have a detrimental effect on student performance. One group is related to students’

behavior, whereas the other focuses on interactions within the learning environment.

Procrastination, overcommitment, and time management issues significantly impact virtual

learning performance, especially for those prone to task delays (De Paola et al., 2023; Doherty,

2006). Doo et al. (2023) highlight how students’ self-regulation, in the line of Zimmerman

(2000), is crucial for successful learning in virtual environments where there is a diminished

sense of instructor control (Castro and Tumibay, 2021).

Regarding interaction factors, Doherty (2006) underscores that limited communication with

instructors and insufficient contact time play a crucial role in explaining lower student retention.

Failache et al. (2022), based on students’ perceptions during the pandemic, report that the

lack of interaction with teachers and fellow students correlates negatively with the number of

approved courses and the average grade at Universidad de la República.

By exploring HTEs, we show that the estimated negative treatment effects are mostly ex-

plained by the poorer outcomes of students who are not part of the program’s intended popu-

lation. This indicates that students who had the opportunity to attend the course in person but

chose not to were adversely affected by virtuality. Conversely, students who were the intended

audience for the program, such as those with work or care-giving responsibilities or those re-

siding far away, did not appear to be negatively affected by the virtual courses. In this case, the

negative effects might be offset by the positive effect arising from the fact that virtuality allows

overcoming their relative disadvantages.
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Failache et al. (2022) discover a positive correlation between academic performance dur-

ing the pandemic and students who reported benefiting from reduced travel times. Although

OLPE was intended to target students residing far from the university, no specific strategy was

implemented in that direction. Our findings underscore the importance of adequately targeting

and communicating the aims and characteristics of the program, suggesting a need to discuss

measures to limit access to targeted students.

These findings highlight the necessity of a well-targeted program that effectively reaches

and benefits the intended audience. Analyzing the HTEs provided valuable insights into the

effectiveness of OLPE for different student subgroups.

9 Conclusion

This study focused on the evaluation of the OLPE program at FCS-Udelar, which aimed to

accommodate students facing challenges such as geographic constraints, employment, or care-

giving responsibilities.

We analyzed data from the mandatory first-semester courses, including information on so-

cioeconomic characteristics and the intermediate and final outcomes of all students. We es-

timated the coefficients using matching techniques to identify any differences in the results

between students attending virtual and face-to-face courses.

The evaluation of the program highlights several important insights. The comparison be-

tween virtual and in-person students, both in terms of final outcomes and intermediate stages,

revealed negative coefficients for virtual instruction, indicating poorer performance among vir-

tual students in terms of activity and approval probability. Sequential analysis further revealed

that the discrepancies between virtual and face-to-face students were a result of different per-

formance and retention rates.

The HTE analysis revealed that the negative treatment effects primarily affected students

who were not part of the program’s intended population. This emphasizes the importance of ad-

equately targeting and communicating the program’s aims and characteristics. Furthermore, the

study highlights that students who had the option to attend the course in person but chose virtual
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learning were more adversely affected, while students with work or care-giving responsibilities

or those residing far away did not show significant negative impacts from virtual courses.

Overall, the findings emphasize the necessity for a well-targeted program that effectively

reaches and benefits the intended audience. Analyzing HTEs provides valuable insights into

the effectiveness of the program for different student subgroups, further contributing to the

understanding of virtual learning in the context of higher education in a developing country.

While online instruction has increased access to tertiary education, more work is required

to ensure that all students derive maximum benefits from it. The findings of our evaluation

provide valuable insights that can guide future interventions and policies aimed at enhancing

access to FCS-Udelar, similar institutions in Latin America, and other developing countries.
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Appendix A Courses’ Assessments

Table A.1: Assessments’ timing, types and modalities by course

PD PE MAT SQH

Test Week Type Mod Week Type Mod Week Type Mod Week Type Mod

1 5 MC Virt 4 MC Virt 8 F2F E 5 MC Virt
2 5 E GTH 11 E F2F 15 F2F E 10 E GTH
3 12 MC Virt 15 MC Virt Cont Virt MC 15 E F2F
4 12 E GTH Cont MC Virt
5 15 E F2F

Notes: Own elaboration. Tests weeks (column Week) are at most 15, and continuous assessments are
marked as ‘Cont’. Test types (column Type) are multiple choice (MC) or essays (E). Test modalities
(column Mod) are virtual (Virt), face-to-face (F2F), or group take-home examinations (GTH).
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Appendix B Descriptive Statistics

Table B.1: Students characteristics by course and modality

PD PE MAT SQH

F2F Virt Diff F2F Virt Diff F2F Virt Diff F2F Blend Virt

Woman 0.75 0.74 -0.01 0.74 0.78 0.05* 0.74 0.82 0.08*** 0.76 0.74 0.73
Age 23.58 29.24 5.66*** 23.65 29.72 6.07*** 23.78 29.63 5.86*** 24.17 25.13 29.75
Res Mvd 0.57 0.50 -0.07* 0.57 0.52 -0.05 0.60 0.50 -0.09** 0.58 0.53 0.34
HS Mvd 0.44 0.43 -0.02 0.44 0.39 -0.05 0.48 0.39 -0.09*** 0.46 0.37 0.30
HS Priv 0.11 0.07 -0.05** 0.10 0.06 -0.05*** 0.12 0.06 -0.06*** 0.10 0.08 0.09
Work Full 0.26 0.49 0.23*** 0.26 0.54 0.29*** 0.28 0.54 0.26*** 0.32 0.30 0.58
Work Part 0.09 0.08 -0.01 0.09 0.10 0.01 0.11 0.11 0.00 0.09 0.11 0.01
Care 0.11 0.21 0.10*** 0.09 0.25 0.16*** 0.08 0.24 0.16*** 0.10 0.18 0.24
Gen 22 0.62 0.45 -0.17*** 0.61 0.40 -0.21*** 0.41 0.23 -0.18*** 0.63 0.53 0.47
Other Virt 0.18 0.64 0.46*** 0.20 0.63 0.43*** 0.19 0.47 0.28*** 0.18 0.43 0.86
Repeat 0.05 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.08 0.02

Observations 570 249 819 635 339 974 578 268 846 575 152 79

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. Tests on the equality of means were performed using ttest command
in Stata allowing unpaired data to have unequal variances. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Appendix C Propensity Score results

Table C.1: Estimation of the Propensity Scores

PD PE MAT CSHv CSHb

Woman 0.06 0.23** 0.29** 0.07 -0.01
(0.12) (0.12) (0.13) (0.17) (0.12)

Age 17-19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(.) (.) (.) (.) (.)

Age 20-24 0.21 0.53*** 0.41** 0.19 0.24
(0.15) (0.14) (0.17) (0.26) (0.15)

Age 25-34 0.53*** 0.93*** 0.97*** 0.79*** 0.36**
(0.18) (0.17) (0.19) (0.29) (0.18)

Age 35-44 0.46** 0.89*** 0.85*** 0.62* 0.14
(0.22) (0.20) (0.25) (0.34) (0.23)

Age 45+ 1.11*** 0.81*** 1.33*** 1.00*** -0.27
(0.23) (0.22) (0.26) (0.38) (0.32)

HS Mvd -0.14 -0.34*** -0.50*** -0.62*** -0.11
(0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.17) (0.12)

HS Priv -0.09 -0.04 0.07 0.44 -0.00
(0.21) (0.19) (0.19) (0.28) (0.19)

Work Full 0.30** 0.50*** 0.35*** 0.10 -0.33**
(0.14) (0.13) (0.13) (0.19) (0.15)

Work Part 0.17 0.42** 0.27 -1.21*** 0.06
(0.20) (0.17) (0.18) (0.47) (0.19)

Care 0.09 0.41*** 0.58*** 0.35 0.34**
(0.15) (0.14) (0.15) (0.22) (0.16)

Gen 19 -0.50* -0.01 -0.01
(0.30) (0.24) (0.21)

Gen 20 -0.03 -0.42 -0.02 0.67* -0.13
(0.35) (0.27) (0.23) (0.40) (0.36)

Gen 21 -0.28 -0.09 0.18 -0.90** 0.37**
(0.19) (0.17) (0.15) (0.37) (0.19)

Gen 22 -0.36** -0.49*** -0.49*** -0.34* -0.05
(0.14) (0.13) (0.15) (0.18) (0.14)

Other virt PD 1.17***
(0.11)

Repeat PD 0.31
(0.23)

Other virt PE 1.21***
(0.10)

Repeat PE 0.14
(0.26)

Other virt MAT 0.97***
(0.12)

Repeat MAT 0.20
(0.21)

Other virt CSHv 1.53***
(0.15)

Other virt CSHs 0.46***
(0.12)

Constant -1.16*** -1.52*** -1.56*** -2.30*** -1.10***
(0.19) (0.18) (0.21) (0.26) (0.18)

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. Regressions were
performed using the probit command in Stata. Age 17-19 is the
reference category in age ranges. Generations previous to 2019
are the reference category. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Appendix D Robustness to Different Specifications

D.1 Final Results

Table D.1: OLS Estimations

Active FPA FA

Problems of Development
ATE -0.05 -0.09** 0.02

(0.04) (0.04) (0.03)
delta 0.035 0.049 -0.060
N 819 819 819

Principles of Economic
ATE -0.08** -0.05 -0.03

(0.04) (0.04) (0.02)
delta 0.043 0.029 0.026
N 974 974 974

Mathematics
ATE 0.00 0.02 0.00

(0.04) (0.03) (0.01)
delta -0.003 -0.027 -0.007
N 846 846 846

Social Question in History Virtual
ATE -0.02 -0.10 -0.00

(0.07) (0.07) (0.06)
delta 0.014 0.044 0.000
N 654 654 654

Social Question in History Blended
ATE -0.11*** -0.14*** -0.04

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
delta 0.230 0.226 0.052
N 727 727 727

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. Linear
Probability Model estimation using command reg
in Stata. Delta proportions computed using psacalc
command in Stata (Oster, 2016). Robust standard
errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table D.2: Treatment effects on final outcomes: PSM

Active FPA FA

Problems of Development
ATE -0.08* -0.15*** 0.00

(0.05) (0.05) (0.03)
N 819 819 819

Principles of Economics
ATE -0.13*** -0.14*** -0.04

(0.05) (0.04) (0.03)
N 974 974 974

Mathematics
ATE -0.03 -0.03 -0.02*

(0.04) (0.03) (0.01)
N 846 846 846

Social Question in History Virtual
ATE -0.17 -0.12 0.05

(0.14) (0.11) (0.08)
N 654 654 654

Social Question in History Blended
ATE -0.12*** -0.16*** -0.05

(0.04) (0.05) (0.04)
N 727 727 727

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022.
Matching performed using Kernel algorithm with
Epanechnikov function and a bandwith computed
using Silverman’s method for each subsample.
Bootstrap standard errors with 400 repetitions in
parentheses. Results obtained using psmatch2 com-
mand in Stata (Leuven & Sianesi, 2018). ∗ p <
0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table D.3: Treatment effects on final outcomes: RA

Active FPA FA

Problems of Development
ATE -0.10** -0.14*** 0.01

(0.04) (0.04) (0.03)
N 819 819 819

Principles of Economics
ATE -0.11*** -0.11*** -0.04

(0.04) (0.04) (0.03)
N 974 974 974

Mathematics
ATE -0.06 -0.05* -0.04***

(0.05) (0.03) (0.01)
N 846 846 846

Social Question in History Virtual
ATE -0.34** -0.24 -0.00

(0.15) (0.15) (0.14)
N 654 654 654

Social Question in History Blended
ATE -0.12*** -0.16*** -0.05

(0.04) (0.05) (0.04)
N 727 727 727

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. The
results correspond to estimations of ATE from RA
models, using observations in the common support.
Bootstrap standard errors with 400 repetitions in
parentheses. The teffects ra command from Stata
was used (Cattaneo, 2010). ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p <
0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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D.2 Sequential Effects: Intermediate Evaluations

Table D.4: Treatment effects on intermediate outcomes: PSM

Problems of Development
Ret1 Score1 Score2 Ret2 Score3 Score4 Ret3 Score5

ATE -0.10** -0.40** 0.48 -0.07* -0.04 0.73** -0.06 0.57
(0.04) (0.16) (0.40) (0.04) (0.17) (0.35) (0.06) (3.05)

N 577 547 545 516 474 511 449 318
Max 1 5 20 1 5 20 1 50

Principles of Economics
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2 Ret3 Score3

ATE -0.11** -0.30 -0.06 -5.13* 0.03 -1.19
(0.05) (0.31) (0.05) (2.76) (0.05) (1.07)

N 712 649 649 484 484 398
Max 1 15 1 50 1 25

Mathematics
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2

ATE 0.02 -0.65 -0.02 -6.04
(0.05) (1.21) (0.08) (4.03)

N 598 424 424 188
Max 1 35 1 50

Social Question in History Virtual
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2 Ret3 Score3

ATE 0.02 0.70 -0.04 2.20 -0.05 1.02
(0.02) (0.64) (0.07) (1.65) (0.12) (4.20)

N 490 478 478 440 440 370
Max 1 20 1 35 1 45

Social Question in History Blended
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2 Ret3 Score3

ATE -0.03 0.43 -0.04 -0.48 -0.08 1.56
(0.03) (0.32) (0.04) (0.68) (0.06) (1.70)

N 583 565 565 529 529 420
Max 1 20 1 35 1 45

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. The matching was carried
out using a Kernel algorithm with Epanechnikov function and bandwidth
determined in each case by the Silverman rule (1986). Results obtained
using psmatch2 command in Stata (Leuven & Sianesi, 2018). Bootstrap
standard errors with 400 repetitions in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p <
0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table D.5: Treatment effects on intermediate outcomes: RA

Problems of Development
Ret1 Score1 Score2 Ret2 Score3 Score4 Ret3 Score5

ATE -0.10*** -0.31* 0.68* -0.03 -0.07 0.55 -0.10* 1.33
(0.04) (0.16) (0.39) (0.03) (0.16) (0.38) (0.05) (2.48)

N 577 547 545 516 474 511 449 318
Max 1 5 20 1 5 20 1 50

Principles of Economics
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2 Ret3 Score3

ATE -0.08* -0.17 0.01 -2.25 0.00 0.06
(0.04) (0.35) (0.05) (2.25) (0.06) (1.13)

N 712 649 649 496 496 410
Max 1 15 1 50 1 25

Mathematics
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2

ATE 0.04 -0.73 0.04 -7.27*
(0.05) (1.12) (0.06) (4.10)

N 598 424 424 188
Max 1 35 1 50

Social Question in History Virtual
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2 Ret3 Score3

ATE 0.10 0.59 0.04 6.16* 0.02 -1.56
(0.08) (1.14) (0.13) (3.41) (0.19) (5.26)

N 534 522 522 484 484 403
Max 1 20 1 35 1 45

Social Question in History Blended
Ret1 Score1 Ret2 Score2 Ret3 Score3

ATE -0.04 0.45 -0.05 -0.26 -0.10**
(0.03) (0.31) (0.04) (0.60) (0.05)

N 583 565 565 529 529
Max 1 20 1 35 1 45

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. The results correspond to
estimations of ATE from RA models, using observations in the common
support. Bootstrap standard errors with 400 repetitions in parentheses. The
teffects ra command from Stata was used (Cattaneo, 2010). In the case of
the SQH blended group, the number of observations did not allow obtain-
ing an estimate of the treatment effects in Score 3. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table D.6: Treatment effects on intermediate PD outcomes: RCT

Ret1 Score1 Score2 Ret2 Score3 Score4 Ret3 Score5

ATE -0.20*** -0.75** 0.40 0.02 -0.51* 0.62 -0.05 -4.01
(0.05) (0.33) (0.82) (0.06) (0.29) (0.54) (0.10) (3.76)

N 125 118 109 102 93 104 84 51
Max 1 5 20 1 5 20 1 50

Notes: Own elaboration using DECID 2022. Robust standard errors of the
estimators in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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